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Use the clues on the next page to search the “Interpretation” field in the Lingomania
Dictionary at… https://www.lingomania.com/dictionary.php - and you should find the
answer! 

Across
2 False love of
sugar, or love of
false sugar. (17)
8 To almost kill (9)
9 The act of
studying hard or
just studying
"Hard." (13)
10 Day off (vacation,
holiday) or off day
(7)
11 A process of
unpairing (9)
13 A Pope who
brings hope. (5)
14 Inflammation of a
joint or
inflammation of a
joint. (9)
17 The state of
boasting too loud
on social media
(24)
19 To drop like it's
hot (12)
20 Excessive love of
fat
strangers/foreigne
rs, strange/foreign
fats or
strange/foreign
stuff that is fat.
(15)

21

Having small
hands or being a
small person (8)

22 Skilled at
knowing the best
prepared foods or
delicacies. (16)
25 Having the need
to put on all
clothes (13)
27 First day (9)
28 Politician's sales
message (14)
29 Give up, or give
up a yellow fruit.
(6)
30 To bear fruit, to
produce fruit or
offspring. (10)
31 Fearful or anxious
about the
possibility of
winning an Oscar.
(7)
32 Place where snails
race (11)
Down
1 State of Lobster
colored skin (17)

3 Only turning left
(12)
4 Tears of passion
(10)
5 Not inclined to
wait (7)

6 Love of folded
food (13)
7 Having a red nose.
(14)
12 Having or being a
bonehead. This is
usually regarded
as an insult unless
you're a skeleton.
(11)
13 Having an
extraordinarily
loud laugh (17)
15 A new buyer or
someone who
always buys new
(6)
16 False belief that
you are a good
child (17)
18 Fear of the
difficult. (10)
23 Beyond words (8)
24 House destroyer
(9)
26 A friend from way
back (6)
27 Foot in mouth (7)

